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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your client has found inconsistencies in their Time to Hire
reporting. Recruiters are manually tracking each key hiring
step in the system after the event occurs. What should you do
to improve the accuracy of their reporting? (Choose the best
answer.)
A. Reduce the number of statuses in the Candidate Selection
Workflow to only those that are absolutely necessary.
B. Enable auto-progression for all steps in their Candidate
Selection Workflow so that the system can progress candidates
automatically to each step.
C. Activate event modification on the statuses so that
recruiters can edit the actual time of the event at the time
they update the status.
D. Reconstruct the report to pull the total time period from
Application to Hire Date.
E. Activate event data entry and modification on the statuses

so that recruiters can record the actual time of the event at
the time they update the status.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following services is MOST likely used to allow
access to internal resources by verifying
network credentials for users?
A. DNS
B. DHCP
C. IPS
D. RADIUS
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: B
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NEW QUESTION: 4
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